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are offering limited menus and requiring
payment in advance. A three-Michelinstarred restaurant in Virginia experimented with poshly dressed mannequins
to make the socially distanced dining
room feel less empty — because, as any
restaurateur will tell you, not only are they
unable to make money with a half-empty
dining room, their customers don’t want
to eat in a half-empty room.
Food-and-hospitality services in Canada employ 1.2 million people, and the
sector’s revenue of about $90 billion
represents an estimated 5 percent of our
gdp. When independent restaurants fail
at the scale now being predicted — as
many as 85 percent, according to a report commissioned by the Independent
Restaurant Coalition, a US counterpart to
Canada’s Save Hospitality, an alliance of
independent restaurateurs formed in response to covid-19 — they don’t just take
down their owners but their employees,
suppliers, farmers, and landlords, along
with the value of commercial rent and
adjacent residential real estate. Because
how much is your house really worth
in that trendy neighbourhood, the one
with all the cool places to eat and drink,
when half those places are boarded up?
Restaurants are a load-bearing pillar of
our culture and economy.
It’s too early to know the full breadth of
what a post-vaccine restaurant landscape
will look like. But, in the current liminal
era, a few patterns are starting to emerge.
Size matters. Flexibility is essential. And
those who have the loyalty of their communities and are willing to try any and
everything — like the Manhattan restaurateur who told me she considered transforming her shuttered dining room into
a temporary daycare for friends — will be
the survivors. Many other chefs, owners,
cooks, and servers, and the restaurants
they orbit, will not be so fortunate.

B

ack in march, as it became
apparent that covid-19 was
about to break out in earnest
across North America, many restaurateurs attempted to calm their customers,
assuaging health concerns with social
media posts promising their commitment
to hygiene and customer safety. Behind
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the scenes, they were panicking. And, by
the middle of the month, they started
closing. Some cite the shuttering of restaurants in France as the first sign of what
was ahead, others the suspension of the
nba season or Tom Hanks testing positive. Some wanted to close earlier, believing there was a moral and public health
obligation, but were w
 aiting for an order

tables turned

from any level of government — an edict
they could use to justify the c losure to
their staff, landlords, and creditors.
Some chose to do takeout and delivery, at a fraction of their usual revenue.
Some talked to their lawyers about suing
their insurance providers for rejecting
their business-interruption claims. All
of them were trying to figure out what

to do with the contents of their fridges:
often tens of thousands of dollars’ worth
of perishable ingredients. Many gave
them away to staff or food banks.
It sounds heartwarming — restaurateurs sharing their last loaves of bread
and cases of fruit. And the intentions
were certainly good. But it was hardly
uncomplicated. The restaurants owed

their suppliers for those foodstuffs, and
their suppliers owed their farm producers, and independent farmers are not
known for being flush with cash.
Restaurants pay for their food on
credit, typically with terms of about thirty
days: when restaurants closed in midMarch, many were preparing to settle
bills for food they had bought a month
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prior. With revenue reduced to zero, how
were they going to pay for the inventory
they just gave away? “Ideally you should
have three months of reserves that can
cover you for all expenses, including
payroll,” says Arturo Anhalt, who owns
several Toronto restaurants, including
Milagro and Dirty Bird. “I studied this in
hotel-management school.” That’s the

